
    

    
        

   

  

    
       

  

STATES DEPARTMENT OF i jce os 
FEDERAL BUREAU Or INVESTIGATION | ae 

San Antonio, Texas 

December 9, 1963 . 

LEE HARVEY OSWALD -= 7D . 
o = “ : " PIT ay ° z ’ . was ee Me Bor Re Pol “BOBS ZSANCREZ, “Attorney.at Law,’ 223 South 

  

    

    

  

5 treet, HcAlien, ‘Texas, furnisheé-the Following. information: 
5s Miia. Ee DT gl fee Us peer. SEE pe 

a Sos, “The recent traged; which metiour President © °* oe 
= -and ‘consequently ‘the wacie free world has,’ I am <22! 0" 
= sure, been the topic of conversation among people | . 

-OF ‘all social, econouic and inteliectual levels. “07 LUf 07%" 
=i Curiosity seekers ‘have probably hada field day... ws 

_+ .* speculating beyond the published news on how the == .°- 
. . assassination occurred and how the accused assassin, 

. LEE HARVEY OSWELD, operated. Moreover, many have . 
““wondered if OSWALD had accomplices, feeling that a 

* while OSWALD apparently met an untimely retribution, = - : 
those who might have worked with him are apparently | - 
‘still at large. . * ao 

  

i 

“> - “A news release, whether accurate or not, reporting .-.- 
- that the Federal Bureau of Investigation had announced . _ 
‘> that OSWALD was operating wlcne and that he did not~ 
... Rave any accomplices, stirred me to contact the ~~,” 

: FBI to report a very interesting and I might Say __ on 
'_ startling piece of inforration regarding the assassination.**".’: 

=. “ae * 
i . : ° 

"A small group of pesple in an American city 
ETT of the U.5.-Mexico border have, through the years, = - 

OS originate2 a so-calleé ‘Institute of Fhychorientolgy.* 
oe They tave through many painstaking hours dévelored . 

th ‘psychic operators’ who, through psychic conditioning 
have developed extra_senscry perception or super 
normal perception whereb; they are able to perceive ooo 
and disseminate information other than through os 
normal or objective senses and yet produce ae 

. .nformation that has objective reality. They like to . 
_;eall this process ‘clairveyance’ although they are 

+ »-~aware that such term hal a different ani much less 
“ys. >». serious connotation sometime azo. . Tee 
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“using the process I nave described above oo, 
these operators first started to diagnose or 2.   0 eee Sh te gern ee
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“perceive maladies, malfunctions or physical faults _ . r injuries contained in the human body. They 
‘functions or processes whereby their work can have ~~ a curative effect on the human body. A brother Of mine became interested and ecquainted with this group of people and when they found out to. °. _ their dismay that what they were doing was 

was beginning to frown upon their practices, though they were not wide spread, they approached me, through my brother, for legal counseling or orientation, 
, 

mind or in the mind of any body whom they have actually examined, They were able to tell me the injuries I Sustained even when I was a child and all about my present physical condition, Tf learned some things that I was not entirely aware of myself, . , oo 

  

have described, He said that only one other human being in the world was able to do what these people are doing. I believe he said this individual lived in North Carolina, but I am not sure. He did Say one thing however; he Said that the fellow in North Carolina, while able to perform in this manner, was not able to transfer his abilities or his power to someone else and that this group of people apparently is able -to do SO; therefore they are training others, among their group, to do exactly what they are able to do. coe 
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. recently a Dr. BANERILE from India, 
a 

, 1S, as they have definitely told me, that they 

| 
nde

 

personality in this field, made a talk in San Antonio, Texas and after conferring with the 
Evoup Of people I represent was alsc convinced that this is the only group of people in the grr ates whole world that can do this. I believe he gave them a letter of commendation, and told then, 
by the way, that the Russians are far ahead of us in this field, 

“To take this matter one step further, this group of people is now experimenting en their 
ability to exercise mental projection in the 
present and in the past. By such process they . are able to recreate past notable events and —- ~ perhaps even perceive into the future. This 
process is again carried out by having one of 
their operators get jnto a mental state of semi- . .'. conscious or semi-sleep whereby the operator, 
with eyes closed, is still in full control of 
his faculties and is able to talk and thereby 
answer the questions of another operator who > seeks the information desired, 

"It is through this process exactly that _ these psychic operators have, apparently, been. 
able to turn up with some information leading 
strongly to the belief that OSWALD had accomplices in the assassination of President KENNEDY. One - note of caution_ghould be exercised here and that 

are not yet able to tell whether or not their . 
operator, while in the special state of mind ~ or ‘trance,* if we may call it that, is from 
time to time getting in and out of such special 
state of mind whereby at some times he or she .-.. is producing true or concrete information and 
at other times, while not in the special state 
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of mind, is not producing accurate or true --°.:. | 
information.: They tell me very clearly that they 

_ have apparently not reached the state of perfection. 
in their mental process whereby they can produce 
correct information 100% of the time. 

we ke 
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- convinced that with further study and better ‘ 

. he had done so they now admit that they could 

  

_ Gn the matter or producing the identification 

  

~”. come out very clearly with it, UN674, The plane 

  

  
    

   
"At any rate I sat in on one of their two - experiments on the President KENNEDY assassination .”” and they produced the following information which, to be sure, is largely fragmentary but I am Prt at 

preparation of the operator who is doing the . - questioning, more concrete and more exact informa-. _ tion could be produced. The operator doing the - questioning and ceveloping the information that .o 2-0 t. fcllows was not very well organized in point of developing the story from its proper beginning and in chronological sequence of events. If  - 

    

have developed better and more concrete information. °°": Consequently, as I made my notes I found it very : difficult to organize a complete picture but I- will try to rearrange my notes as I report them here. . ee m oo 

  

"The best starting point, I believe, is back during the period when OSWALD was training. Le The operator in trance claims that OSWALD trained | - extensively in Latin America, That he trained to use a rifle and trained to do many other things. If I hac been doing the questioning I would have wanted to distinguish between OSWALD's Marine TRS we ee Corps training and the training that the operator — was speaking about, but it became pretty clear to me that what the“operator was Speaking about was not the Marine Corps training but special training with some sori of Communist oriented group in on Latin America. As the operator put it, OSWALD ©. °° became very proficient with a rifle and with ST other things. a) 

    

“We will now discuss a meeting which the 
operator claims was held on the 1Sth; I presume it. was November 19, in New York. The operator ©... claims that OSWALD had to drive for about four. oo! hours to a point somewhere north of Dallas to a private landing strip where he was picked up . ; by a private airplane and taken to a place near Sp es New York City or just New York, as they put it. © = = ans 

umber on the airplane the operator seemed to 
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"is said to have landed Somewhere in New York away from the city at another landing strip where there was a little éarage or some type of garage like building. A tong black car tock OSWALD to a hotel in the downtown section ~~ and the operator had very much difficulty in we ' producing the license nunber of the car, About —. the only thing that the operator could do was Frocuce the last two numbers which appeared to be 26. Tne operator said that four.men held Co a meeting on the 1Sth in a hotel and the . Se, operator had very much difficulty in producing . co the name of the hotet, tn an attempt to read Fe the name from the sign sitting on top of the wea De eae Snes 
“sort 7 Choetel, they turned up with something like a ro the following ‘Calverence Hotel', Like I say, Oo ae the operator did not appear to be very exact on this score, 

. 

    

"The leader of the Broup of four men is a tall man who wears @lasses and who has some sort of accent and he has used the name, G. H. . WALTER, GEO. WALKER and H. G. WALLER, The operator, after piving all three variations of the name, tnen kept using the name WALLER all . along so I am inclined to think that the real. ee name is WALLER. He is said to work in a government ve building around three miles or more away fron the White House. It is a good size building with .. Se two sets of steps in front of it but the operator © :: “= "WAS Not able to produce the name of the building or its address, There was also no success in oS producing the phone number of the building because * the operator in trance was not properly questioned on how one could cali into. the building. The said operator was concentrating on telephones inside the building which apparently have extension numbers “ rather than the full telephone number, The operator -—~ did say that some extension number in the building and in the office where WALLER works, I believe, : o eprpeers to nave the designation, 62. The cperator Oe _ Was much more exact and clear on the residence os oe -address of WALLEP, It appears to be 236 Walnut. an € operator also turned up with the information . Cae? . thet WALLER is married, was asleep in a fancy - . 
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Pore a . oo! os . ae ce RR. "bedroom at the moment of our experiment, and has 

‘Operator did not seem clear on why he made the -.- - 

perfectly well. The operator then reports that., 

. fhat he tcok one pill before the shcoting and : 
° four or five after the shooting. The operator cescrided, 

   

  

    

     

   

  

   

a wife and two kids the Oldest of whom is a b rae and is between 8 and 12 years old. WALLER works for a high government official who is not aware: that WALLER is a Communist agent. WALLER gets - information from this government official but . =~ without the knowledge of the latter, 0 ON 

_ "The assassination plot was discussed at this ~.- meeting on the 18th in New York and OSWALD was said to volunteer for the actual carrying out of the killing. One of the men there went to — San Antonio and made a treatening call but the 

threatening call in San Antonio. Another man | o ‘Stayed in New York overnight and it is believed an that WALLER returned to Washington. OSWALD Coe ee returned to Dallas and at the proper time took 22.02) noche. his position in the building from where he fired the fatal shots. 

"The operator was made to look through the 0 os telescopic sight of the rifle OSWALD used and ee vo. reported that OSWALD was first aiming at the fore- | . heac of the President and that. he intended to- oo kill him with one shot. As he fired and missed . the head hitting the neck ne became engry and So then fired at Governor COINIIALLY aithough he atl first did not intend to even shoct at CONIHALLY. ~~: Then the operator says that he fired a third shct-at the right temple of the President and h 

   
it <2    OSWALD started to leave the room from where a he fired and as he was leaving the room he was © rubbing off sone wax which he had put on his 

| fingers. OSWALD at first had thought that he would leave through the hack exit of the building . — but then changed his mind thinking that if he OS should be caught leaving through the back it would © | | cause suspicion so he then decided to leave the building through the front, and d@so. The . operator reports that OSWALD had sone pills with, 
him, apparently some: type of secative pills; 
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- {was passing through or passing by as he walked 

s 

she reported that he would expect a promotion -..”° 

gonvert RUBY back to his anti-American Feeling = 
i ee 

- I believe, was a pet shop. The operator described ae 

to hear the report that he had died instantly. 

“some of the scenes and businesses that OSWALD en     away from the scene of the crime. One of those, .._ 
OSWALD taking a bus but did not Say anything about . 
a taxi. Then the operator traced him to a movie — 
theater and when asked what kind of movie was . playing the operator had much difficulty in _ determining because, as she put it, (the operator. 
in trance was a female), OSWALD was not even , looking at the movie, Then the operator did Baye that it was a movie where there was a lot of shooting =... going on. Oh yes, when OSWALD found out that the 
President had not died immediately but had lived | eee half an hour or an hour he became angry. He wanted 2s.0 on. 

“The operator then reported that OSWALD was not.° ~ °°.” directed from Russia and that ‘NIKITA’, as she put 
it, was not connected with the assassination at 
all and had no knowledge of it. She said that 
there are many or various groups operating and 
that many times they just act on their own. Oh 
yes, the leader of the group, WALLER, and I believe 
OSWALD too, are said to have been angry at the 
President because of some sort of congressional 
bill that the Fresident was backing. There was. 
no further probing into this aspect by the 
questioning operdtor,. 

"As to what WALLER can expect out of all this . 

   

   
or even some money along with it but that as of -. 
that moment, November 27 in the evening, it was oe not yet determined whether WALLER would be rewarded 7 UU 
because they would have to wait to see whether woe eee es their plot was a complete success, _. oo 

“About JACK RUBY, the operator produced the - . 
following. Sometime ago JACK RUBY had an anti- 
American feeling but later had a Change of heart . 
and became very much pro-American. OSWALD had SS 
some communication with RUBY and was trying to 

  

ut without success. The operator further ea 
\



  
            

and that 
was full 

efter the Presiden 
of hatred for OSUA 

ee 6 eR OSLALD threw iittle hints abet on attsek (20 nS Fo. on the fresident but that RUBY did nzi t-ke them oo aa seriously, The Operator was then pretty positive .. | Be about saying that RUBY was not in any way an cvnncctcd with the plot to kill the President t was killed he (RUBY) 
LD. Oh yes, the Bo IN 

    

operator also appeered to say ra that the ther Clearly Over or ope rator or manager cf the buliding from where 0 SWALD fired any way conn 
was not in - 

‘aad had no knewledge of it. 

"The ahove and foregoing is about all hac’ beer. breducec up to the I say, 
on the subtect, 
contacted the Fpr 
there is 

the operators have run 

ected with the assassination plot 

that ....- 
present time, Ren 

only two. experiments «- I have advised them that I have about this 
any besis to what they have produced, 

matter and that if 
the FBI might like to have them cooperate in Producing mere information, 

’ "The chief 
that in the future they might be able to advance 

and when there is any p} the fresident and 

= 

on behcif of the 
and certificates cf “pprecietion and Vice President JOHizSOr thanking him for his 

ile also exhibited autograph Of President KEWNEDY, Senator RALPH YARBROUGH, 

in their Campaigns. 

EENRY GONZALEZ, and others. . 

He described himself as OF lifting the socio-economic status 
would like to and safer place for all Americans 

origin, but cne who 
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SANCHEZ stated he hes been very active Democratic Party and exhibited 

Ete ae 

and determine where 
ot developing to kill | i thereby be able to upset it. ae 

from President | 

a crusader for the cause Te ” 
of Americans of Mexican 

make his country ze better - 
to live in. 

yg peng Pens | 
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gg Bey is Mavi ote Dori tapos rm This ea ee, peo tt te eon it and BOT Be ee Td ada. BU en a te teed autos : me a ° . . 

   

   

  

     in polities 
telegrams . 
KENBEDY © 2¢..3. 
assistance “| 
ed photographs 2 

Congressman |. 

   


